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Services Management and Orchestration 
Fundamentals



Services M&O 
Fundamentals

WP6 D6.2 targets the Service Management
layer which, as described in ITU TMN reference
model, consumes orchestration resources from
the Network Layer, and provides additional
orchestration capabilities to allow the
management of services running atop, in an
E2E manner, across domains.

The services M&O system is responsible for
keeping communication services, digital
services, and network slice services, including
operations associated to their constituent
network services. This would be done by
exploiting all the available infrastructure
resources envisaged for future 6G networks
i.e., Usual core or edge network resources
within the MNO administrative domain will be
considered, but also resources at the extreme-
edge network and resources from 3rd party
facilities.



Hexa-X M&O Architecture Insights



Requirements
D6.2 Section “5.2 Requirements” provides an exhaustive view on the main requirements for the Hexa-X 
M&O Architectural design, split into functional and non-functional requirements.



Novel M&O
Capabilities

Unified orchestration 
across the “extreme-

edge, edge, core” 
continuum

Unified M&O across 
multiple domains, 

owned and 
administered by 

different stakeholders

Increased levels of 
automation 

Intent-based 
approaches for service 

planning and 
definition

Adoption of data-
driven and AI/ML 

techniques in the M&O 
system

Adoption of the cloud-
native principles in 

the telco-grade 
environment

Based on the previous 5G Architectural View from the 5G-PPP Architecture Working Group, that has been 
used as benchmark for the Hexa-X M&O architectural design, Section 5.3 identifies the main novel 
capabilities regarding M&O for the future 6G networks:



Architecture Description

Three different views are used in order to provide a
coherent and complete description of the system’s
architecture:

• Structural View: Presents the main building blocks
required to make up the system and the interfaces
that make communication among them possible.

• Functional View: Describes system behaviours,
focusing on what are considered the most relevant
functionalities that could emerge from this
architecture, illustrating how the different
functional blocks presented in the Structural View
can interact each other to provide the different
functions.

• Deployment View: Describes how the components
in the Structural View could be deployed in
practice, considering infrastructure resources and
topological aspects.



Structural View



Structural View Design Principles
§ Evolution based on the former 5G architecture. 
§ Aligned with the Service Based Management 

Architecture (SBMA) model, which is still 
considered a paradigm shift on the telco stack 
design. 

§ NFs primarily implemented through CNFs.
§ Clear split between Managing Objects and 

Managed Objects, aligned with the OSI 
management protocols.

§ Design Layer added to represent 3rd party SW 
providers.

§ Extreme-edge and public/private networks 
included as part of the Infrastructure Layer.

§ Four controls loops included, for Infrastructure, 
DevOps, Network Layer, and Service Layer.

§ Functions are associated in different groups at 
the Network Layer, and they are generic. The 
M&O Scope includes AI/ML Functions and 
Security Functions.

§ AI collaborative components are distributed 
across the network.

§ Communication among layers (and with external 
resources) is carried out through the API 
Management Exposure block, following a cloud-
native approach.



Managed Objects 
(MOs)

An extension to the 3GPP Slicing Model is proposed with the following innovations regarding MOs:

• External Facing Subnetwork Object: Builds upon the
classical definition of the subnetwork concept, extending it for
the “network of networks” support. It represents the view of a
subnetwork that a MNO, when becoming a CSP, provides to
external administrative domains.

• NetApps Construction: Assets where NFs may be chained
across several domains to create applications tailored to the
requirements of specific tenants. They can be deployed as
stand-alone entities or interacting with other NetApps to deliver
more complex services. It inherits from the External Facing
Subnetwork object for providing “network of networks”
capabilities

• Up-scoping NF constructions to CNFs: Increase the scope
of the NF by considering the representation of NF generic
objects. Using CNFs will be the preferred implementation, but
maintaining compatibility with other NFs implementations.



M&O Functions

D6.2 presents, on the one hand, the Primary M&O Functions which represent the collection of
Management Functions (applicable to all managed resources, including Infrastructure Layer, Network
Layer and Service Sayer resources) offering what are considered the basic management capabilities:
fulfilment capabilities, assurance capabilities and artifact management capabilities.

On the other hand, it presents a thoroughly description of Complementary M&O Functions. In this
category, three M&O Functions types are considered:

• AI/ML Functions: Intended to provide the mechanisms to build out the knowledge and the
intelligence for controlling, managing and optimising the services deployed on the network.

• Security Functions: Their main objective is to protect the confidentiality and integrity of
operations and data, and to ensure the continuity of the provided services.

• Monitoring Functions: Intended to provide information regarding the operational processes,
in the form of trace files, alarms, KPI values, or usage parameters, among others.

All these Complementary M&O Functions may be used the Management Functions Block in order to
extent its M&O capabilities.



Functional View



Basic Orchestration
Actions

The Functional View is intended to describe the
“dynamic” aspects of the M&O system from a
high-level perspective, describing relevant
behaviours or mechanisms that would be
implemented through the interactions among
the basic building blocks described in the
Structural View.

Basic orchestration actions can be understood as
those M&O actions that could be used as the
main Building Blocks that would be used to
compose more complex M&O processes. They
are considered as the most basic M&O
operations, D6.2 Section “7.1 Basic
Orchestration Actions” contemplates the
following:

Instantiation 
Actions

Scaling 
Actions

Update 
Actions

Upgrade / 
downgrade 

Actions

Data Gathering 
Actions

Terminating 
Actions



Orchestration 
Processes
Orchestration processes are considered to be those more complex processes that could be arranged using Basic
Orchestration Actions. HEXA-X considers the following categories as the most relevant for future 6G networks:
E2E seamless integration processes Programmable processes

Automation processes

Data-driven processes



Deployment View



Building Blocks
Grouping

Though deployment aspects can go far beyond the D6.2 scope (e.g., considering HW-
related aspects), the deliverable offers a high-level description explaining how the M&O
system could be deployed in practice, giving different considerations and possibilities to
bring the M&O system towards an actual deployment state.

In the deployment view four main building blocks are defined:
- Computing Units, in charge of executing the Managed Objects.
- Management Units (Controllers), to host and execute the Managing Objects (i.e., the
M&O resources).

- Storage Units, that provide the storage capacity by different means, and
- Network Units (network switches), providing the network connectivity among the
different units above, and with other network elements.

These building blocks can be grouped in L0 clusters (servers racks – see figure) that can
be recursively scaled as required to build up more complex datacentres and distributions
that can be geographically distributed to meet large-scale telco operator’s requirements
(L1 and LN in the figure). In D6.2 Section “8.3 Grouping Racks” the pooling of these units
is thoroughly analysed considering matters such as Management Units allocation
(Centralised VS. Federated).



Extreme-Edge
Integration

In the specific case of the Extreme-Edge, some points of
presence may have very limited resources or even, some of
them, might not be suitable to host the necessary software
artifacts to enable them as “orchestrable” resources.
Therefore, integrating Extreme-Edge devices into the MNO
scope is a major challenge due to the potentially diverse and
heterogeneous range of end-user devices that will comprise
the Extreme-Edge domain. In order to start addressing this
issue, microservice-based software components running on
lightweight containers orchestration platforms could be
deployed on these end-devices.

As it can be seen in the figure, extreme-edge resources are
treated as an additional set of infrastructure resources, that
can be also associated to a controller for providing the E2E
continuum M&O functions. D6.2 Section “8.5 Integration of the
extreme-edge” explores this topic and covers two different
options to provide this functionality: federated lightweight
controllers, or a set of “trusted” Management Units within the
MNO scope.



KPIs, KVIs and Core Capabilities



KPIs (I) 
D6.2 identifies a set of KPIs considered relevant regarding M&O, aligned with the Key Value Indicators (KVIs) and
Core Capabilities already defined for the Hexa-X project in the previous Deliverable D1.2:



KPIs (II)



Summary & Conclusions



Summary &
Conclusions

• Hexa-X WP6 D6.2 considers the main features and enablers identified in D6.1, in order to create
the document structure and its methodology.

• Presents the rationale leading to the creation and description of the Hexa-X M&O Architectural
design. It has been described by means of three architectural views: Structural, Functional, and
Deployment views. Built upon them, a specific section has been included describing how this
M&O Architecture may be aligned with actual or future relevant standards.

• Several 6G technological challenges are addressed, such as: AI/ML-driven orchestration, 
automation and network programmability, intent-based mechanisms, adoption of cloud-native 
principles maintaining backward-compatibility with traditional virtual appliances…

• Cognitive-based service M&O mechanisms are provided and described through a set of specific 
AI/ML Functions. Optimised placement (together with resource optimisation and dynamic 
allocation) are also specifically addressed.

• Data driven mechanisms and Device-edge-cloud continuum orchestration mechanisms are 
thoroughly described.

• Finally, a set of relevant M&O KPIs are described and related to the main KVIs and Core 
Capabilities.
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